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Abstract: Microplastics have recently been discovered as remarkable contaminants of all environ-
mental matrices. Their quantification and characterisation require lengthy and laborious analytical
procedures that make this aspect of microplastics research a critical issue. In light of this, in this
work, we developed a Computer Vision and Machine-Learning-based system able to count and
classify microplastics quickly and automatically in four morphology and size categories, avoiding
manual steps. Firstly, an early machine learning algorithm was created to count and classify mi-
croplastics. Secondly, a supervised (k-nearest neighbours) and an unsupervised classification were
developed to determine microplastic quantities and properties and discover hidden information.
The machine learning algorithm showed promising results regarding the counting process and
classification in sizes; it needs further improvements in visual class classification. Similarly, the
supervised classification demonstrated satisfactory results with accuracy always greater than 0.9. On
the other hand, the unsupervised classification discovered the probable underestimation of some
microplastic shape categories due to the sampling methodology used, resulting in a useful tool for
bringing out non-detectable information by traditional research approaches adopted in microplastic
studies. In conclusion, the proposed application offers a reliable automated approach for microplastic
quantification based on counts of particles captured in a picture, size distribution, and morphology,
with considerable prospects in method standardisation.

Keywords: microplastics; computer vision; machine learning; automatic; quantification; classification

1. Introduction

Microplastics (MPs) are defined as “any synthetic or polymeric solid particles, with
a regular or irregular shape, and with dimensions between 1µm and 5 mm, of primary
or secondary manufacturing origin, insoluble in water” [1]. Their primary origin refers
to industrially produced materials (pellets and micro-beads) in the micro-size range used
directly for specific applications (e.g., cosmetics, pharmacology, textile industry, medical
diagnostics) or further processing. The secondary origin is related to the physical, chemical,
or biological fragmentation of larger plastic debris (macroplastics) into smaller pieces [2–4].

In comparison to macroplastics with a larger size, the collection of microplastics from
the environmental matrices and their relative isolation and quantification are complicated
due to their small dimension and are considered as new challenges for analytical scien-
tists; increasingly more sophisticated approaches and modern analytical instruments are
required [2,5,6].

To compare results from different studies, it is necessary to define a standardised
approach for sampling, extraction, and quantification of microplastic particles [7,8].

Experiments typically require accurate quantification of microplastics relying on
counting each particle manually under the microscope. This is a rather complicated task
because it results in a highly tedious process that requires a conspicuous demand in terms
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of time and resources involved in collecting samples and processing them with thousands
of particles to count per sample.

In light of this, in the present work, we propose an automatic approach to count the
number of microplastic particles and classify them into different categories, laying the foun-
dations for other promising MP research developments related to method standardisation.

The method proposed is simple and inexpensive, allowing MP morphology and size to
be counted and analysed based on machine learning techniques that are gaining popularity
due to automation and continuous availability. These techniques though need accurate
hardware and an efficient computing model to achieve the desired success [9].

Recently, in the macroplastics field, remote sensing techniques coupled with machine
learning approaches [10] have been adopted to quantify and classify beached macro litter,
automatically resulting in a helpful tool for environmental pollution monitoring programs.

In microplastics research, only a few studies have tried to develop an automatic image
analysis-based identification method to count and classify microplastic particles [9,11–13].
Some of them [14,15] used a ZooScan based system [16], in which digital images were
post-processed with the Zooprocess and Plankton Identifier software, based on the ImageJ
macro language [17,18], with the ability to attribute some morphological parameters to each
object counted by the software including microplastics (e.g., the maximal distance between
any two points along the boundary of the object, surface area). However, this application,
initially developed to detect and classify zooplankton samples, applied to microplastics,
implies the placement of every single item manually on the screen of ZooScan [15], pro-
viding a non-simultaneous identification of particles and a non-specific classification of
them in morphology categories (e.g., pellets, fragments, fibres, etc.) already recognised in
microplastics studies.

Therefore, the novelty of our work is using open-source Computer Vision and Machine
Learning algorithms to count and classify microplastics by an environmental matrix,
adopting a low-cost and straightforward approach. Moreover, our approach allows us
to discover hidden information and drastically improves quantification and classification
accuracy, reducing costs and analysis times.

The main objectives are the automatic and contemporaneous quantification of mi-
croplastic particles and their classification into four types of morphological interest and four
size classes through machine learning algorithms and the implementation of a machine
learning application in the MPs field.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Overall Operative Workflow

Instead of tedious and time-consuming manual particle counting and classification
in size and shape categories, we developed a method based on the use of open-source
computer vision (OpenCV) algorithms to extrapolate this information from the analysis
of an acquired image [19]. In addition, based on the processing outputs of the OpenCV
program library, we have written an early machine learning algorithm (principally based
on if-then-else statements) with which we can count and classify the microplastics based
on their different attributes, such as size ratio, morphology, perimeter, pixel intensity, and
other parameters.

However, handwriting open-source programming code to apply these decision rules
(better known as hand-coding) is characterised by some disadvantages because we applied
them to obtain a decision only for a specific task in a single domain. For example, to be
able to use the same code in other different applications, we would have to rewrite these
rules, as we would not get any results; furthermore, if we noticed (based on operator
experience) that another variable had to be introduced to obtain a better classification, we
would have to redesign all the decision rules. Designing rules by hand requires a deep
understanding of the problem, so it is very complicated in the MPs research sector due to a
lack of knowledge. This is where Machine Learning (ML) comes in.
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Currently, ML enters our lives daily, from protecting email to automatically tagging
our friends in pictures or suggesting products and movies we like.

In recent years, the use of Deep Learning approaches for object classification [20–23]
exhibited performance in complex tasks like never before [11].

ML is all about building mathematical models in order to understand data. ML
enables computers to learn through experience to make predictions about the “future”
using collected data from the “past” [24].

MP classification could be solved with a Deep Learning approach because learning
models can adjust their internal parameters, modifying them to explain data better. With
sufficient input data, we can ask the model to explain newly observed data.

In light of this, we developed an ML application to assess if there are more accurate
classifiers for MPs identification.

We tested a supervised learning classification in which each data point is labelled or
associated with a category or value of interest. At this point, we can apply supervised
learning labelling of some example data, called training data, in order to make predictions
about future data points (called test data). These standard procedures let us identify new
particles in photos with the correct MP classes better and more rapidly.

On the other hand, to identify further information about MPs, hidden among large
piles of data, we also used unsupervised classification (also known as data mining). One
goal of an unsupervised learning algorithm is to organise the data somehow or to describe
them. This can mean grouping them into clusters or finding different ways of looking at
complex data to appear more straightforward.

The overall workflow adopted in the present work is reported here (Figure 1).
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2.2. Sampling and Extraction of MPs

Freshwater samples were collected during a seasonal monitoring study of MPs per-
formed in 2017–2018 in Ofanto river (South Italy) (41◦17′20.22′′ N; 16◦06′92′′ E - WGS84) [8].

Water surface samples (the first 45 cm of the river surface layer) were taken using three
surface plankton nets (2.5 × 0.55 m) of 333 µm mesh size fixed in the middle of the river
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simultaneously for two different time slots (11:00–13:00 and 13:00–15:00) for a total of six
replicates collected for each campaign. The amount of net submerged was monitored and
recorded, and an effort was made to maintain a consistent submersion depth throughout
the sample duration.

At the end of the sampling step, the nets used were washed from outside to direct
retained material (MPs and organic particles) into the collector tube. The samples were
then transferred in labelled glass jars and stored at 4 ◦C until analysis. Firstly, wet sieving
was carried out to retrieve the collected material, discarding the fraction of the sample
larger than 5 mm. Wet peroxide oxidation (30% H2O2 and 0.05 M Fe(II)) followed by a
density separation with NaCl was performed to digest labile organic fraction, leaving the
MPs unharmed and isolating and extracting them.

Once all microplastic particles had been extracted, they were visually identified
(Visual sorting) under a 40× digital microscope Keyence VH-Z 100 UR (Osaka, Japan); a
further chemical identification of a subset of particles (about 3%) was also performed by
Pyrolysis-Gas chromatography/Mass-Spectrometry (Py-GC/MS) to confirm their synthetic
origin. Pyrolysis injector EGA/PY-3030D is from Frontier Lab (Koriyama, Japan), 7890B gas
chromatograph and 7200 Q-ToF mass spectrometry are from Agilent Technologies (Santa
Clara, CA, USA).

Further details regarding sampling strategy, processing, and characterisation method-
ologies were described in [6,8].

2.3. Image Acquisition

Once the samples had been processed in the laboratory to isolate and extract particles,
a simple digital 12-megapixel smartphone camera was used to take pictures of them. MPs
have to be distributed separately over a filter chosen based on their colour, increasing the
contrast between particles and the background.

Image acquisition can be performed using any digital camera ranging from smart-
phone devices’ simple camera to more sophisticated cameras of digital microscopes. It is
better to use high-resolution cameras mounted on a tripod in such a way as to be able to
acquire an image entirely orthogonal to the focal plane and, even better, if operated with a
remote control to avoid any vibration that could produce a small shadow exchanged by
a contour of the particle. Even the use of a smartphone camera has proved to be excel-
lent because, to date, these devices have powerful software for managing the acquisition
process, being capable reducing motion blur, with the same resolution, and automatically
increasing the image quality (contrast, sharp colours, etc.). However, in hand-made photos,
the possible presence of a minimum distortion does not affect the classification operated by
the algorithm that considers several variables and not just one, as well as different rules
and the different ratio between them, as shown in the next section.

The greater the camera’s resolution power is, the lower the minimum size of the
detectable microplastics will be.

The quality of images will result in a higher or lower level of resolution. High-
resolution images imply a greater level of detail of particles but also a more prominent
detection of any imperfection of the background. This may introduce some noise level that
could be confused with some types of microplastics, resulting in the quantification of false
positives. In Figure 2, an example of a picture obtained by a digital camera (Figure 2a) is
reported, and the same picture is cropped (Figure 2b) to remove the useless contours that
could generate errors in the processing, before applying the feature extraction.
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2.4. Machine Learning Workflow

Computer vision research aims to convey the perceptions of humans to computers
to make them able to sense the environment and take actions and learn from experience.
Currently, computer vision systems are widely used to solve real-world problems, such
as target recognition, manufacturing, photo interpretation, remote sensing, and naviga-
tion [25]. On the other hand, the field of machine learning is the idea that computer
algorithms and Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) systems can improve
their performance with time, evolving from general-purpose learning systems [26] tom the
symbolic learning of high-level knowledge [27] and artificial neural networks [28]. The
trend of recent years is to consider machine learning algorithms as a highly robust tool
to develop computer vision performance thanks to the learning-based approach. What is
reported in this work is intended to be a further step in the complementary development
of the two technologies and to be useful to solve a practical problem.

The developed method for our application is based on OpenCV Python Applica-
tion Programming Interfaces (API). First, we wrote an algorithm based on OpenCV, an
open-source BSD-licensed library of programming functions that access many open-source
packages from the Scientific Python community, including several computer vision algo-
rithms [19,29,30].

The OpenCV application is based, principally, on two processes.
The first process is called feature engineering, and it is principally based on a code

implementation to find the best way to represent data—in this application coming from an
image—that will be used in machine learning techniques.

The second is feature extraction which is implemented with Linear Blend Threshold,
Binarisation, Bounding Box generation, extraction of particle features, and Classification
based on size and morphology.

Linear Blend Threshold is the process of overlaying a foreground image with trans-
parency (often the fourth channel of an image) over a background image. This transparency
mask, called the alpha mask, is useful to the Binarisation in which we transform the sample
image to black and white due to application of Otsu’s thresholding [31].

The observation of a particular object in the images in Figure 3 (top left) suggests that,
given the clear filter background, particles revealed are, in most cases, darker, such that by
using the dark filter, the particles detected are the brightest.
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Before processing the image, we identified the threshold value to obtain the best possi-
ble results by contrasting the particles with the background as much as possible [11,12,32].
We considered, for the counting, all particles with a value higher than the threshold identified.

We can now find the different contours, such as area, perimeter, centroid, bounding
box, etc. [33], and a certain weighted average of the image pixels’ intensities. Simple
properties of the image which are found via image moments include area (or total in-
tensity) through Green’s theorem [34,35], its centroid, and information about its orienta-
tion. We have as output much information and a drawn and numbered Bounding Box
(Figure 3, right).

Subsequently, we tested our algorithm, an early machine learning system that uses
hand-coded rules of if-then-else to process data through some rules implemented. We
considered the ratio between the two main spatial dimensions that we called X and Y (the
first is identified as the one that forms the smaller angle of incidence with the conventional
X-axis, and vice versa for the second), the number of bounding box pixels and not null
pixels, the mean value of pixel intensity, and others to classify MPs. Based on this, we
obtained for each MP the following features:
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• Perimeter of the particle (in mm);
• Area of the particle (mm2);
• Area of the particle bounding box (mm2);
• Ratio between the area of the particle and its bounding box;
• Y and X axes of the particle bounding box (mm);
• Centroids of Y and X axes;
• Number of pixels of the bounding box;
• Mean pixel intensity;
• Number of bounding box pixels;
• Number of not null pixels for each bounding box (equivalent to each particle’s number

of pixels).

After extracting the particle features, the next step was to output a class label for each
particle in the image into one of the morphology and sizes classes defined as follows:

Morphology: The microplastics are observed in the environment in a wide variety
of shapes. This information is a useful tool to indicate particles’ potential origin [8]. The
image analysis script differentiates particles according to their morphology as fragments,
pellets, lines, and fibres. Based on the current typical microplastic morphology classifica-
tions [36–38] in this work, four classes of microplastics have been considered (Figure 4):

i. Pellets. This category corresponds to pre-production pellets, microbeads from personal
care products and bead blasting, and other primary origin spheroids.

ii. Fragments. Broken-down pieces of larger debris, such as plastic bottles.
iii. Lines. Particles of fishing line and nets of longitudinal aspect with a thickness of about

1mm.
iv. Fibres. Fibres from synthetic textiles of longitudinal aspect with a thickness <1 mm.
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Below we report, for reasons of understanding, the rules used for the MPs classification
in pseudocode format, which is a way of expressing an algorithm without conforming to
specific syntax rules and is an efficient way to communicate ideas and concepts (note that
indentation represents nested code).

START
for each particle in the image do this:

#here we consider a first geometric relationship of the shapes of MPs
if the ratio between the two dimensions of the bounding box is greater than 3.5:
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if mean pixel intensity is greater than 130.0 (on a scale of 0 to 255):
assign classification ’fibre’

else assign classification ’line’

#here we consider a second geometric relationship of the shapes of MPs
else if the ratio between numbers of not null pixels and of the product of the two
spatial dimensions of the particle is less than 0.4:

if mean pixel intensity is greater than 130.0:
assign classification ’fibre’

else assign classification ’line’

else if the ratio between numbers of not null pixels and of the product of the two
spatial dimensions of the particle is greater than or equal to 0.4:

if the ratio before calculated is greater than 0.7 and the ratio between the
two spatial dimensions of the particle is greater than 0.9 but less than 1.1:

assign classification ’pellet’
else (all the others cases) assign classification ’fragment’

END
The geometric parameters and the imposed rules derive mainly from the experience

of the operators. The numbers entered are dimensionless as they are ratios. As you can see,
referring to the concentration expressed previously concerning the specificity of algorithms
written ad hoc, it lends itself to being highly efficient but only if applied to the reference
domain for which it was created.

Size: As per the definition, the microplastics include all small plastic fragments
<5 mm; the detection algorithm counts all objects from 5 mm and below.

Due to the diversity of sources, there exists a broad range of microplastics with variable
shapes and sizes. These physical characteristics are important because they influence their
distribution and impact on the environment. In particular, the MP’s size is a critical aspect
to be considered since the overlap between size categories of benthic and planktonic
organisms and microplastics also enhances their potential ingestion by a wide variety of
organisms. It is useful to distinguish at least two main size classes of MPs: <500 µm and
500 µm to 5 mm [39]. In the present work, four size classes have been considered:

i. <500 µm;
ii. 500–1000 µm;
iii. 1000–2000 µm;
iv. 2000–5000 µm.

The size classification of particles using the ML algorithm has been performed for
comparison with an object of known dimensions (5× 5 mm) drawn on the filter background
where particles were placed. This known object was used as a reference to compute the
size of the unknown particles. The algorithm was then able to count and divide particles
into the size classes identified.

2.4.1. Supervised and Unsupervised Classification
Supervised Classification

Regarding the supervised classification, we used K-Nearest Neighbour (K-NN) al-
gorithm to make a prediction of a new data point based on its neighbour. This is a
non-parametric method used to classify data with discrete labels and regression and data
with continuous labels [40,41]. K-NN algorithm needs a predefined number of training
data closest in distance to the new point to predict the label from these. In K-NN, K is the
number of nearest neighbours. The number of neighbours is the core deciding factor. K
is generally an odd number. The choice of K depends on the characteristics of the data.
Generally, as K increases, the noise that compromises the classification is reduced, but the
class’s choice criterion becomes more labile. Hence, we set K = 3, which provides a good
compromise between an inaccurate classification and a labile and flat one [42,43].
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Then, to apply the supervised classification, we proceeded to split data for two
distinct phases:

1. a training phase, during which we aimed to train a machine learning model on a set of
data that we called “the training dataset” (we stratify the training data with a specific
function provided);

2. a test phase, during which we evaluated the learned (or finalised) machine learning
model on a new set of never-before-seen data that we called “the test dataset”.

Different percentages of testing data to evaluate the response of K-NN were used.
The distance chosen was based on the standard Euclidean distance implemented with
Scikit-learn [44]. The algorithm was implemented with Python and machine learning
application with OpenCV combined with Python, Scikit-learn, and Matplotlib.

To assess the validity and the goodness of the proposed classification and the perfor-
mance of K-NN algorithm, we created a classification report, a text summary useful to
understand in a more detailed way the classifier behaviour. The metrics are defined in
terms of true and false positives and true and false negatives.

For each MP’s class, according to the percentage variation of the training dataset
sample, we calculated accuracy, precision, recall, F1 score, and support described below.

Accuracy is a description of systematic errors, a measure of statistical bias (BS ISO
5725-1 1994), and describes the number of MPs classified correctly towards the total number
of particles in our test set. Precision represents a classifier’s ability not to label an instance
positive that is negative (for each class, it is the ratio of true positive to the sum of true and
false positives); in other words, for all those classified positives, it represents the correct
percentage. Recall is the ability to find all positive instances for each class and is the ratio
of true positives to the sum of true positives and false negatives; in other words, for all
those that were positive, it represents the correct percentage classified correctly. F1 score is
a weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall and takes values from 1.0 (best) to 0.0
(worst). As a rule of thumb, the weighted average of F1 should be used to compare classifier
models and not global accuracy [45,46]. Support is the number of actual occurrences of
the class in the specified dataset. Imbalanced support in the training data may indicate
structural weaknesses in the classifier’s reported scores and could indicate the need for
stratified sampling or rebalancing.

Unsupervised Classification

Regarding the unsupervised classification, we used k-means clustering which searches
for a predetermined number of k clusters (or groups) within an unlabelled multidimen-
sional dataset.

It is based on two simple assumptions [24]:

1. the centre of each cluster is simply the arithmetic mean of all the points belonging to
the cluster;

2. each point in the cluster is closer to its centre than to other cluster centres.

Similarity measures are based on Euclidean distance. Our goal is to identify the
intrinsic properties of data points that make them belong to the same subgroup. We set the
number of clusters to 4, known beforehand.

2.4.2. Control Tests (Subset Manually Counting)

Furthermore, to assess the proposed early ML algorithm’s validity, we manually
counted the particles for five selected images corresponding to five different samples,
based on our experience. We classified them in the different classes previously chosen
(fragments, pellets, lines, fibres).

In addition, a simple software (tentatively called Cont@tutto) with a graphical user
interface was created to facilitate the manual counting by a click. A background grid allows
for better detection and counting of particles. Furthermore, with the mouse’s click, it is
possible to mark (with a red dot) any desired particle (Figure 5).
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3. Results
3.1. Manually Counting vs. Early Machine Learning

In order to verify the reliability of the results provided by our early ML algorithm
and to test the performance and the validity of the proposed methodology for automatic
counting and classification of particles, we compared these results to the manual counting
of particles under the microscope by a human expert operator. These data represented the
ground truth and were also used as training data for the supervised application and to
compare the results of both classifications (supervised and unsupervised).

For the experimental setup, the particles were obtained from five images correspond-
ing to five different samples. The samples, manually counted, contained 2501 particles
subdivided into 2261 fragments, 51 pellets, 125 lines, and 64 fibres (Table 1).

Table 1. Manual vs. automatic counting of particles.

Sample Manual Counting Automatic Counting Dev st. %

1 416 417 0.7
2 398 395 2.1
3 384 377 4.9
4 505 505 0.0
5 798 800 1.4

Total 2501 2494 4.9
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As previously described, the results obtained by an expert (manual) and results
revealed by the ML algorithm (automatically) were compared.

It can be observed that the counting results between the two sets of data (Table 1) are
very similar with a standard deviation ranging from 0 to 4.9% among the samples with a
total error of 4.9% in the total number of detected particles. Depending on the sample, the
algorithm sometimes overestimated the real number of manually counted particles, and at
other times underestimated them. The overestimation could happen if the picture had a
very high resolution, and sometimes a dust grain could be confused with a particle; vice
versa, underestimation could occur when the resolution was low, and the particles were
too close each other.

However, these differences fall within the acceptable margin for monitoring stud-
ies [47,48].

Figure 6 represents the comparison between the manual and automatic classification of
the number of total particles subdivided in the different morphology categories (expressed
as the sum of five samples) and the separated results for each sample and class (Table 2).
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Table 2. Manual vs. automatic classification (early machine learning algorithm) results per class.

Sample Fragment Pellet Line Fibre

n. Manual
Counting

Automatic
Counting

Dev st.
%

Manual
Counting

Automatic
Counting

Dev st.
%

Manual
Counting

Automatic
Counting

Dev st.
%

Manual
Counting

Automatic
Counting

Dev st.
%

1 382 372 12.7 9 12 2.1 4 12 5.7 21 29 5.7
2 348 346 1.4 5 9 2.8 10 0 7.1 35 40 3.5
3 337 333 2.8 5 8 2.1 42 26 11.3 0 2 1.4
4 462 454 5.7 6 12 4.2 37 38 0.7 0 0 0.0
5 732 728 2.8 26 32 4.2 32 29 2.1 8 11 2.1

Total 2261 2233 19.8 51 73 15.6 125 106 13.4 64 82 12.7

The fragments class obtains the worst results.

The shape categories’ differences are quite similar, showing a maximum value of the
standard deviation of 19.8% (for fragments) and a minimum of 12.7% (for fibres).

Being three-dimensional particles, they acquire different conformations in space once
positioned on a flat surface. For example, coiled lines are misclassified as fragments as they
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lose their characterising features such as the “Ratio between the area of the particle and its
bounding box”, helpful for their classification. As well as rolled fragments are also often
erroneously classified as pellets because so arranged, they take the form of a pellet.

To evaluate the reliability of the results related to the automatic size classification of
microplastics provided by our ML algorithm, a comparison with a manual measure of
each single particles under the microscope would have been very time-consuming and
unrealistic. In microplastic studies, the evaluation of size particles is usually performed
using image processing software generally coupled to thatthose of microscopes. Taking
the measures of each particle singularly would be unthinkable. Therefore, we chose to
calculate some statistics of our known object that we drew on the background and used as
a reference to calculate the unknown particles’ dimensions. In each xls sample report, the
sizes of the known object (expressed as X and Y axes of the bounding box surrounding the
object) were always reported and used to distribute particles in the previously defined size
classes. We considered a set of 28 samples, and we computed the measure of the amount
of variation (standard deviation), mean, median, maximum, and minimum values of the
sizes of the known object as parameters to test the algorithm’s performance. Statistics
reported in Table 3 show a mean value of X and Y of 5.08 ± 0.3 and 5.06 ± 0.3, respectively;
a maximum value for X and Y of 5.79 and 5.62; and a minimum value of 4.64 and 4.52.

Table 3. Sizes of X and Y calculated by the ML algorithm for an object of known dimension (5 × 5 mm)
for a subset of 28 samples. At the end of the table, some statistics calculated for the subset are present.

Sample Sizes of a Known Object

n. X (mm) Y (mm)

1 4.89 5.07
2 4.67 4.78
3 5.31 5.00
4 5.02 4.78
5 5.21 5.27
6 4.72 4.52
7 4.93 5.02
8 5.31 5.49
9 5.07 5.32
10 4.89 4.75
11 5.02 5.36
12 4.92 4.92
13 4.78 4.89
14 4.91 5.11
15 5.01 5.04
16 5.11 4.98
17 4.92 4.55
18 5.21 5.30
19 4.98 5.17
20 4.64 4.75
21 4.78 4.89
22 5.07 4.79
23 5.24 5.11
24 5.79 5.55
25 5.05 5.46
26 5.79 5.45
27 5.53 5.45
28 5.45 5.01

Mean 5.08 5.06
Median 5.02 5.03
St. dev. 0.30 0.30

Max Value 5.79 5.62
Min Value 4.64 4.52
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3.2. Supervised vs. Unsupervised Classification
3.2.1. Supervised Classification

Concerning the supervised classification, we identified the best parameters that we
thoughtthink could help classify MPs’MPs different morphologies using a supervised
approach. As we mentionedsaid before, in the supervised learning approach, each data
point is associated or labelled to a specific category of belonging. The algorithm will use this
information to predict the category to which the MPs, not yet labelled, belong (this is called
a classification problem to solve with a machine learning approach). These parameters
were used as input data for the K-NN algorithm using a random training dataset of 50%.

In Figure 7, the calculated classification (by a human expert) and supervised classifica-
tion (by the K-NN algorithm) are compared. The figure’s left column shows the results of
the classification operated by our classification algorithm, while the right column shows
the results of the classification resolved with the machine learning approach. Different
parameters deemed most interest are plotted on the X and Y axes. The classification is ob-
tained plotting “X-axis of the particle bounding box vs. Y-axis of the particle bounding box”
(Figure 7a,b), “area of the particle vs. mean pixel intensity” (Figure 7c,d), and “numbers of
bounding box pixels vs. not null pixels for each bounding box” (Figure 7e,f).
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Looking at Figure 7, we can observe the presence of some clusters.
In the classification obtained by a human expert (in the left column of Figure 7), in the

subplot (a), it is clear that the pellets (purple dots) are arranged in a well-defined region as if
they divided the plot into two parts. This is in line with their highly symmetrical spherical
morphology and their well-strict primary origin [49,50]. Conversely, fibres (yellow dots)
arrange themselves at the ends of the plot, leaving the central part to all the fragments
(much more common).

In the subplots Figure 7c,d three clusters, although not perfectly symmetrical, are
visible: the fibres and lines (green dots) have a visible distribution region while fragments
and pellets overlap.

In subplots (e) and (f), all four classes of particles are evident which alternate in the
spatial distribution in a radial pattern divided principally into two groups: fragments and
pellets and fibres and lines.

In the classification obtained by the K-NN algorithm (in the right column of Figure 7),
subplots (b) and (f) result as the best correspondence to reality, although in the former, the
isolation of pellets (purple dots) is almost lost, and in the latter, there is the identification of
lines (green dots). In the subplot (d), the measures do not indicate well-defined clusters,
and therefore, there seems to be no clear separation between MP classes.

The performance of K-NN has been evaluated calculating some classification metrics
(accuracy, precision, recall, F1 score, and support), presented in Table 4.

In line with the theory, the results highlight an increasing accuracy value parallel to
enhancing the training data with the best value (0.922) obtained for a percentage of training
data of 70% (Table 4). The precision, recall, and F1 score show values higher than 0.90 for
the fragments, indicating the good performance of the K-NN classifier for this class, even
using low rates of training data. On the other hand, for lines and fibres classes, acceptable
results of the same measures are achieved only by using a high percentage of training
data (70%).

The pellets are difficult to identify as they are often overestimated wildly when the
precision and recall values are <0.01. To better identify pellets, it seems necessary to set
a training data value of 50%; in fact, they have entirely different origins and could be
considered real outliers compared to other MPs. Indeed, increasing the number of training
data to 70%, the classifier still has difficulty, identifying other fragments belonging to
this class.
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Table 4. Performance of K-NN algorithm using different percentages of training data.

Training Data Accuracy Typology Precision Recall F1 score Support

10% 0.905

Pellets <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 60
Fragments 0.91 0.99 0.95 1990

Lines 0.67 0.17 0.27 60
Fibres 0.63 0.22 0.33 108

20% 0.906

Pellets <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 53
Fragments 0.91 0.99 0.95 1769

Lines 0.74 0.26 0.38 54
Fibres 0.79 0.23 0.35 96

50% 0.916

Pellets 0.14 0.03 0.05 33
Fragments 0.93 0.99 0.96 1105

Lines 0.59 0.29 0.39 34
Fibres 0.77 0.4 0.53 60

70% 0.922

Pellets <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 20
Fragments 0.93 0.99 0.96 664

Lines 0.75 0.45 0.56 20
Fibres 0.78 0.5 0.61 36

3.2.2. Unsupervised Classification

Looking at the results obtained from the unsupervised classification (column right
of Figure 8) compared to those of the classification provided by the human expert (left
column left of Figure 8), we can observe that the algorithm tends to classify the particles in
a very different way.

In subplot Figure 8b, two distinct classes (purple and yellow dots) are evident, and
an overlap, especially between classes 2 and 3, is observed. In the subplot Figure 8d, it
is not possible to observe distinct patterns, but all the four classes are mixed, as already
partially observed in the supervised classification. Therefore, the areas and pixel intensity
parameters do not lend themselves at all to an unsupervised classification.

On the other hand, in the subplots Figure 8f, anisotropic clusters tend to form because
the unsupervised algorithm identifies the component of the ratio along the diagonal of the
graph as a discriminant among classes, and three different classes are well isolated (purple,
yellow, and blue dots).
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This indicates that variations not in the ratio between the parameters but between
the numerical values are preferred for this dimensional classification, in line with the
subplot (b) (the same thing happens by providing the normalised or standardised values
as input data).

4. Discussion

Overall, the MPs’ automatic counting and classification through early ML algorithms
provided promising results substantially comparable to the human expert’s outcomes.
According to the achieved results, the differences revealed fall within the acceptable
margin of error for monitoring studies [47,48] that try to establish plastic debris’ evolution
over time rather than obtain a snapshot of a single moment.

The most satisfactory results have been achieved concerning the particle counting
process. It is good to underline that human errors are avoided by automating this phase,
which can arise due to the tiredness caused by the long processing times of the images
needed in the manual particles count.

The automatic classification of particles in different shape categories achieved good
results, too, even if sometimes misleading classifications of particles occurred. This aspect
certainly has to be improved, including other features and new rules for classifications of
particles, but it is an optimum start point. Furthermore, once the process is better, it will
provide a standardised method to classify microplastics based on objective parameters,
without leaving room for subjective evaluations.

Last but not least, an aspect to consider is the considerable advantage of this automated
methodology concerning saving time.
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Once particles are positioned on a base with an appropriate background, simply take a
picture. A report will be available in a few seconds with all the information about particles
present in the photo with their relative classification in morphological and dimensional
categories and the total count. However, it is worth specifying that to achieve satisfactory
results, care has to be taken to accurately place particles over the background, separating
them one by one manually to avoid overlapping. This process indeed requires time, but it
is an operation that should also be done in the classical counting process of particles under
a microscope. Moreover, operating in the traditional method, by moving the microscope’s
slide on which the particles are positioned to focus them, they will move again, thus
implying a further waste of time. With our automated methodology, on the other hand,
this operation must be performed only initially, and once the image has been acquired, we
work in post-processing.

Comparing the results provided by a human expert with those of the K-NN algo-
rithm (Figure 7), it is possible to observe the tested classifier’s good performance. This
is confirmed by the calculated value of accuracy that always showed values higher than
0.9, even using low percentages (10%) of training data. Logically increasing the rate of
training data, the accuracy also enhances. The obtained results are quite promising, also
comparing our data to [12,51], for whom, when evaluating different algorithms to count
and classify MPs, the K-NN exhibited the worst performance with an accuracy of 0.721.
Even if other authors [20,52,53] have recently started to use machine learning approaches
in the MPs field, none of them has the same purposes, and therefore, we cannot compare
our achieved performances. On the other hand, concerning the goodness of the application
for the classification of MPs in different classes (fragments, pellets, lines, and fibres), we
can observe that the morphology best identified is that of the fragments followed by fibres
and lines, using high percentages of training data as confirmed by the precision, recall,
and F1 score measures. This result can be easily explained as a suboptimal balance of the
different types of MPs in the samples taken in the field and used as a starting dataset with
a prevalence of fragments. However, our data came from a real study case.

Analysing the results related to the unsupervised classification (Figure 8), it is evi-
dent that clusters of variable geometries emerge in the “predicted” column and that the
algorithm tends to classify the particles in a very different way from the “calculated”.

The observation of subplots Figure 8b,f suggests that the unsupervised classification
could probably reveal hidden information. Class 1 (purple dots) could be associated
with the fibres class due to their smaller sizes with respect the other MP classes, which
causes them to occupy the positions of the corners in the two graphs and indicates their
well-known prevalence in the environment [54–56], which determines their numerical
abundance in the graphs. The underestimation of this class of MPs in the real situation
(calculated) is most likely due to the sampling methodology adopted. Indeed, we used
traditional methods to collect microplastics using 333 µm mesh nets that are too coarse
to sample most textile fibres, thus failing to sample them adequately. Even though most
microfibres are longer than 500 µm, their small diameter (~20 um) allows them to pass
through the 200 and 500 µm mesh used in most neuston and manta nets [57].

According to us, the same reasoning can be made for the lines represented in the
prediction model by class 4 (yellow dots), which, similar to the fibres, have been underesti-
mated in the real situation due to the same problems of the fibres related to the sampling. In
this case, due to their slightly larger diameter, the position they occupy in the two subplots
(b) and (f) closely follows that of the fibres. The fragments could be represented by class 2
(blue dots), overlapping the other class in the subplot Figure 8b and very abundant and big
in subplot Figure 8f and pellets by class 3 (green dots), present as outliers in both cases due
to their numerical minority given by their origin [36,49,50].

The potential of our approach is its simple application and adaptability for a vast
range of monitoring activities, such as the quantification and classification of macroplastics
(>25 mm) in aquatic environments using aerial images. The algorithms easily adapt to
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processing images from smartphones, handheld cameras, fixed observatories, and manned
aerial and space platforms.

5. Conclusions

This paper presents a method to count and classify microplastic particles in dimen-
sional and morphological classes, exhibiting promising results. The method makes use of
both Computer Vision techniques and Machine Learning algorithms.

It is possible to automatically count MPs and divide them into groups with consider-
able time savings based mainly on the early ML algorithm application.

Supervised classification showed great potential, providing at the same time short-
comings especially in the correct classification of some specific types of MPs, such as pellets,
which, however, could be explained by their specific origin, which makes them numerically
lower than other categories of MPs.

The unsupervised classification provided useful indications of the sample’s repre-
sentativeness and probably a more realistic vision of the truth, suggesting that the MPs’
smallest sizes are most likely missing and underestimated due to a lack in the sampling
methodology. Discovering hidden features to understand the story unfolding in the picture
is one of the goals of the unsupervised classification.

The possibility of using other machine learning techniques for the reconstruction of
missing data, e.g., in the polymer characterisation field, will be assessed in the future.
Our next goal is to improve and refine early ML algorithms to obtain predictions, using
regression models, to better reconstruct the quantities of MPs over time, obviously based
on a much more substantial dataset.
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